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SEPTEMBER
Events...


National Alcohol
and Drug Addiction Recovery
Month



National Suicide
Prevention Week
Sept. 6-12, 2009.



International Day
of Peace
September 21,
2009.



As today’s educators, you are continuously
asked to do more with less. National standards
and benchmarks are climbing, while resources,
funding, and instructional time are declining.
These conditions can be challenging for even the
most experienced and dedicated teacher.
Educators across the country are turning to
―asset building‖ as a way to boost student
achievement. The asset building approach is
based on the framework of forty developmental
assets. (See attached sheet.) Development assets
are defined as ―supportive conditions that help
young people to thrive.‖ Assets include not only
people and activities that provide support for
young people; but also skills and commitments
kids possess.

Family Day
September 28,
2009.

Research indicates that the more developmental
assets students possess the better their chance to
succeed. Furthermore, these youth are also less
likely to abuse drugs and alcohol or engage in
other risky behaviors.

Although the term,
―assets‖ is relatively new, the concepts behind
asset building are built on extensive research.
―Asset building is based on the awareness that it’s
people, not programs, that make the difference for
kids.‖ Harnessing these powerfully positive
relationships is the key to success for youth.
Many teachers have always, incidentally, built
assets into their job...in other words by chance or
accident. It’s connecting with your students,
getting to know them, and linking them to
opportunities that bring out their best.
Unfortunately, incidental efforts do NOT reach all
kids. The students who are most engaged and
responsive tend to get the most positive feedback
and support; however, many students ―fall through
the cracks‖! If you truly are going to reach ALL
students, you must recognize assets and shift from
―incidental asset building‖ to intentional efforts.
*Information from Search Institute
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Research consistently has
proven that students perform
better when they have positive
relationships with their peers
and teachers. These interactions
not only affect academic
achievement but have an
enormous impact on young
people’s healthy development.
As caring adults in the school
community, it is important to
build relationships with youth in

the classroom as well as
throughout the school
environment...whether it is the
lunchroom, library, or sports
arena.
Studies indicate that both
teachers and students prefer
classrooms that have:






More emphasis on teacher
-student interaction.
A concern for students’
academic & personal
growth.
More opportunities for
active learning, problem
solving, and inquiry.
Attention to individual
learning styles and
preferences.

*Information from Building Assets
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Are YOU a WINNER?
Do you have what it takes to make a difference with your students? Thousands of student
nominations for ―Teacher of the Year‖ were reviewed and the results tabulated. Students
consistently listed the following characteristics shared by award winning teachers.

“The way people
treat me is almost as
important as the
learning. Having a
teacher who cares
about you gives you a
push to succeed.”
~High School
Sophomore~








Nominated teachers were:
Positive role models.
Non-threatening with a good sense of humor.
Willing to listen and easy to talk to.
Fair to all students—not prejudiced or disposed to favoritism.
Easy to understand; explained things well.
Life-long learners themselves who constantly looked for ways to make learning fun.

Furthermore, teachers who were ―winners‖ continuously worked to build stronger
relationships with their students by identifying and focusing on the personal strengths and
skills of each student. These teachers were highly effective in talking about individual
strengths and using those strengths to help students overcome gaps in their abilities.
*Information from ―Building Assets in Your School: Moving from Incidental to Intentional‖.

ATTENTION to INTENTIONAL...

Every teacher wants students who are successfully
engaged in learning. Search Institute’s extensive
research points to helping students develop specific
assets...which requires you to pay ATTENTION to
INTENTIONAL efforts of asset building.
It takes time to build ―community‖ in the classroom.
As the year begins, a great place to start is by establishing a set of rules or agreements that serve as an umbrella
for classroom behavior. These rules should reflect
student in-put and set the expectation for positive

Building Relationships—Strategies

interaction.
Here are some types of ―rules‖ that can be
adapted to any grade level:
 Listen attentively.
 Appreciate. ―Put-up’s‖ not ―Put-down’s‖.
 Respect yourself and others.
Researcher Jeanne Gibbs identifies three stages groups must go
through to function effectively as a ―community‖ classroom.
1. Groups must make each member feel included.
2. Groups must help each member have influence, so that
individual differences are valued.
3. Groups must work together creatively.
As the leader, teachers have the special responsibility of
integrating everyone into the group.

Building a ―community‖ in your
classroom means, first, you must build
relationships with every one of your
students.
Part of your day is probably spent
monitoring hallways, playgrounds, or
the cafeteria. These times provide the
perfect opportunity to connect with
students in your school.
Make it your goal to reach out beyond
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the students you know best.
Start a conversation with these ideas:
Did you watch the game this
weekend? Who were you for?
 What do you like to do on your
weekends?
 How are things going?
 Are you doing okay in Math/
Science/ History?
Kids responding to a Search Institute


survey stated how much they appreciate
teachers who share themselves.
Knowing you are a ―real‖ person with a
variety of interests, hopes, and struggles
lets students know you are
approachable and genuinely want to
build a relationship with them.
More strategies and ideas are available
from Search Institute: Developing
Assets.

Bullying can be difficult to spot and easy to ignore...especially if it isn’t too disruptive to classroom
routines...or if it involves the ―good kids‖(Remember...bullies come in all sizes, shapes and genders! Research in the last 6 to
10 years indicate that many bullies are academically or athletically well connected to school.)! However, studies prove that
bullying severely affects academic performance and is responsible for approximately 4,000 absences per day in the state of
South Dakota. (YRBS, 2008) Furthermore, according to national surveys, almost 80 % of students report being involved in
some type of bullying incident.
Here are a few strategies you can utilize to handle bullies HEAD-ON!
 Interrupt acts of bullying immediately, and use them as teaching moments to get the group to think about and
change classroom norms.
 Respond promptly to student complaints. Act consistently to address bullying across the school community.
 Create a positive, friendly, and fair environment in the classroom.
 Encourage students to appreciate and accept differences in their peers.
 Be the role model of behaviors you expect. If you’re not walking the walk, neither will your students.
Wendy Craig, professor of psychology at Queen’s University states: ―The problem of bullying is in all schools. If schools don’t
acknowledge it-they inadvertently support it. If schools don’t address the problem…it’ll get worse. It’s like an infection-if you
don’t take steps to stop it—it’ll grow.‖

The Top 5 Reasons
Teens Use Drugs
During Transitions






TEENS, TWEENS, & TRANSITIONS

To combat loneliness, low self-esteem, anxiety, or depression.
To mentally “check-out” of family issues or school trouble.
To ease discomfort in an unfamiliar situation.
To look cool or change their image/reputation.
To fit in with a desired group of friends.

*Information from timetotalk.org
TOP TEN Reasons for FREQUENT FAMILY DINNERS

10. Almost 40% likelier to say NO to future drug use.
9.

Likelier to have parents who take responsibility for drug use and hold their children accountable.

8.

Less likely to have friends who drink alcohol and use marijuana.

7.

Half as likely to get drunk monthly.

6.

One third less likely to try alcohol.

5.

Half as likely to try marijuana.

4.

Half as likely to be a daily cigarette smoker.

3.

Half as likely to even try cigarettes.

2.
3.
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grades in school.

Whether it’s a gourmet meal or hot dogs
and beans,
remember….what kids
really want at the dinner
table is
THEIR PARENTS!

NW PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
NEW RESOURCES at NW Prevention Resource Center

Deb Ruen, BS, CPC
NW Prevention Resource Center
11 East 4th Street
PO Box 447
Lemmon, South Dakota 57638
Phone: 605-374-3862
Fax:
605-374-3864
Email: cpntrmhcdc@yahoo.com

 POWERFUL TEACH: Developmental Assets in Curriculum and Instruction.
This resource book provides real lesson plans and handouts to utilize in enhancing
learning for diverse students as you build developmental assets in all students.


Make a World of Difference by Dawn C. Oparah. Designed for use with young people
ages 12 to 18 to build awareness and understanding of cultural competence.



Mentoring for Meaningful Results: Asset-Building Tips, Tools, and Activities for
Youth and Adults by Kristie Probst. Easy to use handouts, activities and tips in this
book help mentors, parents, and program leaders create a rich and caring environment
for young people.



Great Places to Learn by Starkman, Scales & Roberts. Learn more and understand
better the concept of development assets and why building assets is important to you
and your students.

*All resources are available for check-out from our library.



DON’T TELL MY PARENTS
If your school would like to sponsor a dynamic parent event
within your community, DON’T TELL MY PARENTS, is
available. Parents learn how to talk to their teens about
topics such as underage drinking, social networking safety,
cyber bullying and other topics as requested. Funded by the
SD Department of Education, the program provides training,
facilitation as well as evaluation to determine effectiveness.
Contact NW Prevention Resource Center for more
information.



YOUTH at RISK CONFERENCE
September 17-18, 2009
Holiday Inn Express in Sturgis, South Dakota
For more information contact Kara Graveman at
605-347-2991 or kgnhad@gmail.com



Second Annual Conference for Parents—Learning Starts
at Home
Friday, September 25, 2009 from 6:30 –8:30 pm
Saturday, September 26, 2009 from 8:30 am—3:00 pm
Ramkota Inn in Rapid City, South Dakota
For more information contact: DawnL.Smith@state.sd.us



SUICIDE
ALERTNESS
TRAININGSAFE-TALK
This three hour training demonstrates how to help a person having thoughts of suicide by using the ―TALK steps‖ . (Tell, Ask, Listen,
& Keep Safe) September 23, 2009 from 9 am to
Noon Youth and Family Services Community
Meeting Room in Rapid City, SD. Pre-registration
is required at 605-484-0738 or by e-mailing
nancy@helplinecenter.org.



LIFE SKILLS Training
LIFE Skills training is a proven, highly effective,
substance abuse prevention program designed to
provide students with the skills needed to resist risky
behaviors by making good choices.
December 9—10, 2009
Cost: $20.00 per person (College credit available)
Range Road Armory in Rapid City, South Dakota
For more information contact Shari Wirkus at
605-884-3524 or e-mail
shariw@humanserviceagency.org

